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1Historical Introduction.
The modern field of photoelectric research was first opened by
Hertz 1 in 1887 by his discovery that the passage of a spark between
two metal electrodes was facilitated by the incidence of ultra-vio-
let light upon the spark-gap. This interesting discovery lead to
research in various directions. Hertz found that the discharge,
across the gap was occasioned only by the action of the light upon
the negative electrode. It was discovered by Hallwaohs^ in 1888,
that certain substances, when negatively charged, lost their charges
when ultra-violet light was incident upon them; and if they were in-
itially uncharged they accumulated a positive charge when illuminated.
On the other han ", if these substances are originally positively
charged, they do not lose their charge when exposed to ultra-violet
light. Hoor**, Righi 4
,
Elster and Oeitel^ and others extended our
knowledge in this field. The last named authors have shown that the
more electro-positive metal 3 lose negative charges even when exposed
to ordinary daylight. The series of metals in order of their sensi-
bility, or power of discharging negative electricity is:- Cs., Rb,,
K.j alloy of K and wTa., Li., Mg., Th., Zn. The other metals are also
photoelectric, but to a less degree. Rome of the chemical compounds
are eligntly photoelectric. It has been shown by Lenard and
Thomson that the action is caused by the expulsion of electrons,
1. Hertz, Wied. Ann. XXXI, p.983, 1887,
2. Hellwache, tied. Ann. XXXIII, p. 301, 1888.
3. Hoor, Reper toriua des Physik, XXV, p.9i,
4. Right, Comptes, Rendu, C VI, pp. 1149 , 1593. C VII, 559, 1888.
5. Hl3ter & Geitel, Wied. Ann., XXXVIII, p. 40, 497; XLI, p. 161;
XLTI, p. 564; XLIII, p. 325; LII, p. 433; LG, p, 684.
6. Lenard, Ann.d.Phy. 2, p. 359, 1900.
7. J.J.Thomson, Fhil. Mag. 7.48, p. 547, 18r ; 9,

and that this is due to an absorption of the light.
In investigating the photo-electric effect (a) we may measure
by an electrometer, the maximum potential which the metal acquires
under the action of the light, or (b) we may measure by an electrom-
eter or a galvanometer, ths electric current, and thus get the number
cf electrons which escape in a second. The maximum potential, which
is measured by an electrometer, is proportional to the K.E. of the
electrons and hence gives a measure of the velocity with which the
electrons escape from the metal.
A number of investigators have studied how the properties of
the incident light affect the number and the velocities of the elec-
trons emitted from the illuminated surface. Flster and Geitel^ made
the discovery that the orientation of the plane of polarization of
the incident light, influenced the rnte at which the metal gave off
electrons. The photo-electric effect ia much greater when the elec-
tric victor of the plane polarized light is in the plane of incidence.
In thi9 case a component of the electric force is perpendicular to
the surface, it seems that such a component is more effective in ex-
pelling electrons than a component parallel to the surface.
An important problem arises as to the influence which the wave-
length, or the frequency of the incident light, exert3 upon the photo-
electric effect. E, Ladenburg2
,
Markan3
,
Jakob Ttunz4 and A. W. Hull 5
have made contributions toward the experimental solution of the prob-
1 em.
It has been found that the maximum potential of the metal
!
1. Elster & jeitel, Weid. Ann. 41, p. 161, 1890.
2. E. Ladenburg, Phvs. Zei t3chr
. ,
3, p. 590, 1907.
3. Markan, Phys. Zei tschr
. ,
9, p. 821, 1908.
4. J. Kunz, Phvs. Rev. 29, p. 212, 1909; 31, p. 538, 1910;
33, p. 208, 1911.
5. A. W. Hull, Phys.Zei tschr.
,
1C, p. 537.

3increases as the -wave-length of the light decreases, i.e., the vel-
ocity of the electrons emitted from the metal is greater for violet
than for red light. But the exact relation between the wave-length
of the light and the velocity of the emitted electrons is an open
question and forms the subject of this paper.
Object.
The object of this investigation is a determination of the poten-
tial acquired by alkali metal 9 when illuminated by light of different
wave-lengthe, and the determination of the velocity of the electrons
as a function of the frequency of the incident light. Besides the di-
rect interest of these measurements, the importance of this investiga-
tion lies is its connection with the general theory of radiation of
the black body as developed by Planck by means of the calculus of
probability and thermodynamics. In Planck's theory, which has been
well confirmed by the experiments on the radiation of the black body,
which also gives good values for the elementary quantities of nature,
the elementary oscillator emits the radiant energy not continuously,
but intermittently in definite units such that the elementary unit of
radiant energy is proportional to the frequency o~ the light. The
equation is,
E = h n.
where E is the energy, n is the frequency and h is a constant of pro-
portionality. On this theory we should expect the positive potential
of the photoelectric effect to increase proportionally to n. Some of
the first determinations of the velocities of electrons emitted from
alkali metals under the action of light of different wave-lengths
have been made by Jakob Xunz} who found that the potentials are nearly
1. .T. ?:unr,, Fhya.Kev., 701.59, 3, 1909; Vol.31. 5, 191C.

4proportional to the square of the frequencies of the incident light,
and that the velocities are almost independent of the temperature
and of t v e intensity of the light. Two other recent papers make
further measurements important. J. R. Wright , finds that there is
a decided maximum in the curve representing potential and frequency
in the case of zinc; and R. Pohl and P. Pringsheim^ find that there
are t'"o different photo-electric effects in the alhali metals, the
ordinary and the selec'-.ive effect. They measured, however, the photo-
electric currents, and not the equilibrium potential acquired by the
aetals. It is therefore important to ascertain whether there are
two different effects to be found in this equilibrium potential,
v.:. ether there is a maximum, or whether the potential increases con-
tinuously throughout the range of the visible light. Finally the
influence of the temperature on the equilibrium potential has to be
determined.
1. J.S.Wright, Phys.Rev. Vol. 33, 1, 1911,
2. R. Pohl & P. Pringsheim, Verhandlungen, d.E.Phye.Gesselshaf t, 12,
p. 215, 1910; 4 R, Pohl, Verhandlungen, d.D.Phye.Geseelshaf t. 11, 715
1909; 13, 961, 1911.



6Description of Apparatus and Method,
The arrangement of the essential parts of the apparatus used in
this research is shown in Fig. I, The source of light is a carbon
arc L
.
The light passes through a slit and system of lenses which
gives a beam of parallel light upon the prism P
,
which is capable
of rotation, thus providing for an intense source of light, which
aft»r passing through the prism, falls upon the slit S of a light
tight box containing the photo-electric cell. By rotating the prism
P any desired wave length can be made to pass through the slit 8 and
fall upon the photo-electric metal C. The illuminated electrode C
of the cell is connected through a key K and commutator R to a pair
of quadrants of a Polazalek electrometer E. Statio charges were
avoided by having the cell, connections, keys and measuring instru-
ment, which were manipulated from a distance, all inside of earthed
conductors. The insulators were made of sulphur and amber plugs.
Ji —bs
^ fcssft* B
—
&
mirror slit
FTC. 1(b).
The light which passes through the slit 8 falls upon the metal in the
photo-electric cell. The mirror m is mounted so that it can be ro-
tated about the axis ab. The light of the same wave-length as is in-
cident upon the metal i3 therefore incident upon the mirror. The
light is. reflected from the mirror into a direct reading spectrometer
H, made by TTilger, which was calibrated by mean3 of the 3odium lines.
This proved to be a very satisfactory arrangement since the readings
of wa^e-length could be made as the rotating prism was rotated into a
desired position. The suspension of the electrometer was a fine

7quartz fiber which was made conducting by Ca Cl^ ?or a portion of the
work, and a fine phosphor bronze wire for the remainder. The deflec-
tion of the electrometer was read by the 3 mage of an incandescent
light focused on a millimeter scale at a distance of about five meter«
from the mirror of the electrometer needle. The electrometer was
calibrated by means of a standard Teston oell, resistances and storage
battery, in the usual way. The calibration of the electrometer is
3hown below. The voltage on the needle was 76 volts. By means of a
potentiometer, the voltage on one pair of the quadrants was varied as
shown in column I. The values of 7/d should be constant if the cal-
ibration curve is a straight line.
Volts on Defl ec tion V/d
quadrants in Bp. Constant
1.018 945. 1,076
.9 20 854. 1.077
.777 725. 1.073
.656 605. 1.074
.505 4*^9 « 1.C76
.401 370. 1.080
,300 280
.
1.071
.263 247, 1.069
.132 123. 1.071
.066 62. 1.072
We 3ee that this is practically a straight line. The calibration
curve is given in plate E. The electrometer was calibrated several
times with practically the same results. The maximum potential ac-
quired by the metal, for incident light of any given wave length,
*aa determined by the deflection of the electrometer. Various



9voltages were used on th a needle ranging from 40 to 14C depending
upon the sensibility desired.
A number of photo-electric cells were constructed, contain-
ing different metals. The designs of ^he cells varied considerably.
The determination of the velocity of electrons emitted from the sur-
face of a photo-electric metal, in a vacuum tube, when acted upon by
light, was attempted by different methods. The stream of negatively
charged electrons will be deflected if it passes through a magnetic
field. The velocity of the electrons car. be calculated by the ratio
e/m
,
where e is t v e emerge and m the mass of the electron, along
with H the magnetic field and the deflection of the stream of elec-
trons.
The force acting along the radius of curvature of the path of
the particle tending to deflect the moving charge, which is equiva-
lent to a current equal to ev, where v is the velocity of the elec-
trons, is equal to Hev. This must be equal to t v e centrifugal force
of the moving particle acting outward along the radius of curvature
which from dvnamios is mv
"
,
where r is the radius of curvature, ra
r '
the mass and v the velocity of the particle. Therefore,
H e v =
,
r
Har.ce,
v - r 7-1 —
.
m
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FIG . II.
FIG. III.
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This method was tried in a cell as shown in Fig. II. The screen
S, Fig. II, was made of very sensitive zinc sulphide, for detecting by
phosphorescence the stream of electrons as they strike R from the il-
luminated sodium potassium alloy C. However, the stream of electrons
could not be detected by the screen; and the phosphorescent method
was finally abandoned.
The magnetic deflection method was tried also in another tube,
as shewn in Fig. III. C is sodium potassium alloy which was poured
into the cell. If a spherical coil has a uniform number of turns
per unit length along the diameter it gives a uniform magnetic field
o
within the sphere, the value of which is .given by E * I t & i , where
n is the number of turns per centimeter length along the diameter, H
is the magnetic field strength and i is the current in absolute units
'A coil of wire was round upon a thin shell of half resin and half
beeswax, which had the spherical curvature of the tube. The diameter
of the sphere was 6.7 cm. The only necessary reading to determine
the velocity of the electrons emitted by the metal is the value of
the current in the coil, when the electrometer connected with a or d
in Fig. Ill , indicates a maximum current, if the dimensions of the tube
and number of windings of wire around the sphere are known. we were
unable to measure the stream of electrons with the electrometer which
we had, The advantage of the method of magnetic deflection is that
it gives an independent determination of the velocity of the elec-
trons, so that it would be desirable to be able to use it. After re-
peated trials, the magnetic deflection method was given up, since it
was found impossible to measure the photo-electric current. The
method of measuring the equilibrium potential by means of an elec-
trometer is subject to certain objections which oould net be made
against the deflection method. Any conductivity along the glass wall
12
Fia. v.
or through the vapor of the alkali metal diminishes the final value
of the equilibrium potential. Moreover, the potential measured by
the electrometer is due to the equilibrium potential and partly to
contact electro-motive forces or potential differences of any other
nature. All these influences could at once be avoided by the mag-
netic deflection method.
A cell designed for reading the maximum potential acquired by
the metal when illuminated is shown in Fig. IV. The photo-electric
metal is potassium distilled upon an iron plate when at position B
and transferred by means of a magnet into the final position C where
it is upon amber. A is a Faraday cylinder into which the stream of
electrons i6 emitted. The cell was not photo-electric. This may
have been due to the fact that the amber was held in place by stick-
ing i t to the tube with red sealing wax, which may have developed
considerable gas. The plate P was also sealed on with red wax, which
may have added to the trouble. For these or other reasons, it was
impossible to obtain a high vacuum in the tube, or to get the metal
photo-electric.
Other tubes shown in Figs. V and VI are similar to the last one
described. The cell shown in Fig. V has a thin sheet copper cylin-
der, which has a slit in the top, through which light passes in
falling upon the photo-electric potassium metal C, The photo-elec-
tric metal was distilled upon an iron disk at the position B. To
transfer this disk into the final position C, the top of the cylin-
der is made of iron so that the cylinder may be raised or lowered
by means of a magnet. The cylirder is emitted from the cell as
shown in Fig. VI. Sodium potassium alloy C, which is poured into
the cell, through the glass tube T, is the metal used in this cell.
These cells were not photo-electric, although carefully prepared.

14
i
i
i
FTC. VI.
The difficulty may have been due to th a large amount of metal in the
tubes which evolved some occluded gases, or to a sealing wax joint
where the quartz plate was sealed upon the tube. These joints were
made with greatest care, so that the sealing wax inside the tube was
reduced to a minimum.
Several cells, which are not shown in a diagram, were unsuccess-
ful. Two rubidium cells showed some interesting features. Exposed
to light they showed In the beginning considerable sensitiveness,
which decayed rapidly until they did not respond even to intense
light. A'ter being left in th? dark for a short time, they would
sometimes recover. The pho to-electric metal was melted several times,
but a- parently was not, effective in changing the behavior of the cells.
The same behavior was observed in a potassium cell. It was put in
sunlight for several hours, but this did not result in the cell be-
coming consistently active. This phenomenon might be called a
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fatigue, th a cause and character of it are still uncertain. Thus we
see that this work is attended with many difficulties. There are a
number of sources of error. A small leak in the tube, a slight im-
purity of the photo-electric metal, and its surface conditions, gas
developed in the tube due to wax joints or occluded gas in the metals
in the tube, static charges on the glass of the tube, imperfect in-
sulation between the electrodes of the cell, enter as factors ren-
dering this experimental work difficult of execution. In several
e\-r Tim^nts it las been observed that the photoelectric metal in the
dark chamber acquired spontaneously a negative potential, which de-
veloped very slowly and arose to quite considerable values. This
effect has since been studied by J, W, Woodrow. In those cells which
gave the best and most consistent results this negative effect has
not been observed. If it existed it must have been so slow that it
could not effect the readings to any measurable amount.
The general type of cell which has proved to be the most
satisfactory in this investigation is shown in Fig. VIII. The metals
used were potassium, potassium "fixed" with hydrogen, caesium, and
caesium "fixed" with hydrogen. There were only slight variations of
the design of the cell to suit the introduction of the different
metals, or conditions desired for the cell.
Caesium was prepared for introduction into the cell, by first
drying caesium chloride by melting it in contact with dry hydrochlor-
ic acid gas. Fourteen grams of dry caesium chloride were mixed with
! 2.5 gram 8 calcium, placed in an iron boat in a combustion tube of
Fohemian glass. When the temperature rises the reaction between the
I Ca and the Cs CI, or Rb CI, becomes quite violent; and the calcium
* and the salts spread out and condense together with the rubidium, or
caesium, in the cooler parts of the combustion tube. To prevent this
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mixture, a plug of asbestos and iron wire keep the iron "boat in posi-
tion and allow the rubidium, or caesium, vapor alone to pass through
the plug. The combustion tube is connected by means of sealing wax
and glass tubes to the photo-electric cell. After the tube was ex-
hausted the combustion tube was heated gradually until the metal dis-
tilled and ran through the connecting tubes into the cell. Rubidium
and caesium were both prepared in the same manner. This potassium
was introduced into the bulb II of Fig. VIII, distilled into K and
poured into C. The cells "/ere all exhausted by a Gaede pump. The
vacuum in each case was tested by the characteristics of the dis-
charge, from an induction coil between two electrodes in the system.
A ij.aii.6 was kept under the charcoal bulb for several hours until the
c; arcoal ceased to develop gas and the pump was able to exhaust the
system to a stage of hard Roentgen rays. If the metal introduced
was to be left in the pure state without hydrogen, the tube was
sealed off from the pump as soon as the metal was distilled and
transferred into the final position. However, if the metal was to
be "fixed" with the hydrogen, the cell was not sealed off from the
palladium,
pump until later. The hydrogen was introduced by means of^Pd of
Fig.TTII. This metal was used as a cathode in a solution of three
parts water and one part When the electric current passes
through this cell the Fd absorbs a large amount of hydrogen, which
is given off again by gently heating the dry metal with a bunsen
flarre, in Pd of Fig. VIII. When the cell contains a small amount of
hydrogen and a discharge passes from the alkali metal to the anode
the surface of the alkali metal assumes very intense colors, due to
the combination of the metal with hydrogen or else to a colloidal,
transform^ lion of the metal. This process we may call fixing or
formirg. In this forming the potassium assumes intense blue or
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FIG. VII.
purple colors, while the caesium exhibits a greenish gray or "bronze
sur face. .
VII. Caesium is distilled into the bulb at C when the electrode
A is raised, by means of a magnet, in order that no caesium vapor
condense upon the electrode. The diameter of the bulb is about
5 cm., and the distance between A and C about 2 cm. The data for
this cell is given in Table I, and the corresponding curves in
plates I and II.
A caesium cell #16

TABLE NO . T .
Caesium Cell No, 10.
Wave-length, Frequency^,
10 30
420 .510
450 .444
430 .391
510 .346
540 .309
570 .378
600 .350
r30 .327
660 .307
690 .180
t 23°C.
Def. mm. Volts,
d v
950. 1.168
905. 1.090
8 40. 1.010
765. 0.930
630. 0.748
505. 0.606
430. 0.517
333. 0.387
285, 0.343
270. 0.335
""bits on needle of electrometer 126. K,« fl = .001302.





The curve of plate I is quite similar. to that obtained by
Jakob TCunz wider similar circumstances. The cells which he used
did not have any charcoal bulbs attached. Thus it will be noted that
this coll which does not have charcoal bulb attached verifies his
work. The variations o? this curve from a smooth curve is in a
measure due to residual pressure in the cell. This error is reduced
almost entirely where charcoal and liquid air are used.
Caeeiun cell No. 15 was similar to Fig. VIIl(b). The metal was
distilled upon an iron plate at B of Fig. VITl(b) and nnved by means
of a magnet to a final position C. A is an aluminium plate 1x3 cm.
The distance between electrodes was about 4 mm. The tube was 2 cm. ill
diameter and 13 cm. long. The caesium was not "fixed" with hydrogen
before the cell was sealed from the pump. The cell was first tried
with the metal pure, but was found not to be photo-electric. After
three days' effort it was decided to "fix" the metal. It was done in
the usual manner. However, since the cell had been previously sealed
from the pump, the residual hydrogen in the tube was not pumped out
after fixing, but left for the charcoal to absorb when immersed in
liquid air. The results of this cell are given in Table II and Plate
III. Liquid air was kept on the charcoal bulb continuously during the
series of observations.
1. J. Kvtni. Thy s. Rev. Vol.39, 3, 19 00.

TAFLE NO. II.
Caesium Cell 12. t = 23° C.
A Wa-.re-length. N2 Frequency2 . d = Def lec tion
in mm. v = VO 1 1 3 ,
A X2 d V d V d V d V
420 .510 350 . 427 405 . 49 5 450 .550 490 .599
450 .444 337 .411 375 .457 417 .508 454 .550
480
.
391 337 .411 370 .452 395 .482 423 .508
510
. 346 315 .384 342 .418 363 .444 385 .466
540 .309 2^9 .340 295 . 360 319 .390 336 .406
570 .278 208 .254 230 .282 271 .330 288 .348
600 .250 132 .160 144 . 176 200 .244 228 .276
630 , 227 15 .0183 51 .062
660 .207 -60 -.0726 -6 -.007 54 • 066 95 .115
6S0 .189 -85 -.103 -48 -.059 13 .016 50 ,061
620 140 .171 184 o ^ "
640 93 ,114 139 .168
Volts on needl e of ^lec trometer 125,
^125 = .00122



The charac ter ia tics of the curves change gradually with time.
Thia ia due probably to the absorption of the residual hydrogen, by
the charcoal. The change seems to indicate that the curves are ap-
proaching a form auch as would finally make the maximum potential
proportional to the square of the frequency. It was impossible to
keep liquid air on the cell continuously, and make observations until
such a steady state was reached. It is probable, moreover that the
surface of the metal undergoes slight changes so that the sensitive-
ness either increases or decreases in the oourse of time.
Potassium was placed in bulb If, Fig. VIII, distilled into TC and
roured through funel F into final position C in cell TIo. 4. The
surface of the potassium became darkened to a redish purple color,
as the cell wa 3 left exposed to the light of the room for six days
before the observations, as shown in Table III and curves of Plates
IV and V, were taken

cob
TABLE No. in •
Caesium Cell r:o. 4. t = 33°C.
e-length. Fre "i-^ncy
, Def. mm. Volte
fx M t n3C1 u u V
ri p
• DJ.U RAR i p 7 fl
A^P AA A 7PP
r UU p £° P
ao r OOCJ P, 7 7P
f^T p TA£ Aon P A PQ
O'tU 7PQ• OUf3 Al 9
97C O f a P A 7 ?
£pp P A
p 997
, <so r P 7TCU, O.JO
660 .207 264 0.335
690 .183 220 0.279
720 .173 120 0.249
750 .160 192 0.243
Volte on needle of electrometer 127. K = .00150





These curvas are very significant. The curve of Plate IV cer-
tainly is not a straight line as Planck's law would require, but
Plate V shows a straight line within a reasonable error of observa-
tion. There is a slight variation in the points near the red end of
the spectrum, but that is probably due to the great difficulty of de-
termining those points accurately. It was found that the maximum
equilibrium potential was independent of the intensity of the inci-
dent light, within the limits of the full intensity due to the arc,
and the intensity of the light due to an incandescent lamp directed
upon the cell.
Cell TCo . 8 was a cell in which the active metal was potassium
fixed with hydrogen. It was similar to Fig. VIII. The potassium was
distilled upon a platinum plate (which had iron attached) at position
B, Fig. T*III, and moved into position C by means of a magnet. The
electrode distance was about 2 mm. The potassium was fixed in the
usual manner, as described before, but was not photo-electric. The
movable electrode was moved back to position B and the potassium
melted. When the electrode was removed back to position C, it was
photo-electric. Observations were made upon the cell for three con-
secutive days, which indicated a positive potential of the alkali
metal rhen exposed to light. The potential was erratic however.
!Iine days later consistent observations were made upon the cell as
shown in data of Table IV, and Plates VI and VII,

TArT.ir "n
,
iv.
Caesium Cell No. O .
Wa^e-length. Frequenc
j.t2
Pef. mm. Volte.
1030 d V
420 .510 520 .835
450 .444 510 .722
480 .321 440 . 622
510 .346 380 .537
540 , 309 345 .488
570 278 288wm <J . 407
600 .250 255 . 361
630 .227 246 .348
660 .207 230 7 n r>, 3ob
600 .189 198 .266
cits on reeile of electrometer 1C6. K, = .00141.10b
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These plates show the same characteristic properties of the
phenomenon. The equilibrium potential is proportional to the square
of the frequency. This is always the case when the metal is in the
permanent state of activity.
Caesium was poured into position C in cell Wo. 13, which was of
the form shown in Fig.VIIl(a). The surface was "fixed" in the usual
manner. The color of the surface was a greenish gray and partly
bronze. When liquid air was applied to the charcoal bulb, the metal
was not active in the beginning. Violet light was incident upon the
cell for an hour, or more, before the electrometer indicated a posi-
tive deflection of 51C mm. which is equivalent to .062 volts, A set
of observations wis taken, as recorded in Table V and curve 1 of
Tlate VIII. The maximum potential was reached very quickly after
the metal was connected to the electrometer, but was very difficult
to read accurately. Liquid air was kept continuously on the bulb
and a series of observations was taken about twelve hours later, as
recorded in Table V and curve 2 Plate VIII. About nine hours later
another series was taken as shown in Table V and curve 3 of Plate
VIII. The cell was left undisturbed for four days (due to a, lack
of liquid air). After this time another series of observations
were taken upon the cell as given in Table VI, curve 1 of Plates
IX and X. (The time required for the completion of a series is about
two hours) Then following this series another was immediately taken;
Table VI and curve 2, Plates IX and X. The cell was placed in an ice
bath and another set of observations for 0°C was taken which is
recorded in Table VI and curve 3 of Plates IX and X. Two days later
sets of data were taken for variation in temperature as shown in
Table VII, curves 1, 2 and 3, Plates XI and XII.
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Caesium Cel] No
.
A Wav P— 1 0~ i7 f- h. IT
V = vol 4- o
X IfSi d V
420 .510 365 .441
450 . 444 320 .387
4S0 . 391 355 .430
510 .346 400 .480
540 .309 370 .448
570
.
• C ( O 280 . 339
600 .250 175 .211
630 . 327 90 .109
660 .207 77 .093
690 .189 75 .091
13. t - 2:5°C.
Frequ<°ncy
.
d = Def1 ec
d V d V
490 .59 3 550 .665
420 .509 49 2 .594
453 .548 500 .605
485 .587 507 .612
440 .532 458 .554
340 .412 380 .459
238 .288 230 .285
135
. 1 63 162 .196
108 .131 127 .154
104 .126 119 .144
rolts on needla of electrometer 126. K126 = .001210
f
TAFI.E NO. "I.
Caesium Cell 13. 4 days later than V.
X
- Wave-length, IT2 = Frequency? d = Deflection
in mm. v = volts.
Tem.
3P.M.
23° C
Time-
Tern.
6 P.M.
33°C
Time-
Tem,
10?
.
0°C
X d V d V d V
420 .510 390 .468 345 .414 503 .604
450 AAA 328 , 392 312 . 373 433 .520
480 .391 296 . 355 307 .368 392 .470
510 .346 251 ,301 285 .342 350 .420
540 .309 216 ,259 254 .305 318 .382
570 .278 183 .220 227 , (j 1 c> 288 . 345
600 .250 164 .197 208 .249 255 .306
630 .227 140 .168 190 .228 240 ,288
660 .207 121 :i45 183 .230 201 .248
620 .189 110 .132 170 .204 170 ,204
Volts on needle of electrometer 127. K" = .00120.

TAFL? NO. VII.
Caesium Cell 13, 2 days later than VI.
A - Wave-length. N2 = Frequence2 , d Deflection
In am . v = vo "i t s
,
Tem, 23°C Tern. -40°C.(?) Tern. 0°C.
A jf8 d V d V d V
420 .510 396 . 4^5 500 .600 1 #
450 .444 337 .405 440 .528 # 1
480 .391 315 .378 405 .486 402 ,483
510 . 346 290 ,348 374 .450 380 .455
540 . 309 265 . 318 345 .414 350 .420
570 .378 340 .288 303 .367 3o 2 .374
600 , 350 215 , 2;.)8 285 . 342 290 .348
630 .227 202 .342 245 .294 248 .398
ooO .207 190 .328 207 .248 313 .256
6S0 .185 171 .205 177 .212 177 .214
Reading of the electrometer uncertain. Possibly rise
• f the temperature of the cell, poor insulation, and
negative effect are tie causes of the difficulty. The
cell, in this case, became negative in a very few min-
utes when in the dark.
YzltQ on needle of electrometer 127. K, = .OC120










/
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Plate Till,
These curves indicate a change with time similar to Plate III.
There seems to be a growth in the sensibility of the cell as well as
a smoothing of the curves. The surface of the photo-electric metal
seems to undergo a change until it finally reaches a 3teady state,
in which the maximum potential varies as the square of the frequency
of the incident light.
Plates IX and X.
This set of curves 1 and 2 shows the cell to have reached a
steady state. It is interesting to note the development of the cell.
There is some suspicion to believe that the sensibility increases
within the length of time (two hours) required to make a set of ob-
servations. Curve 2 is read from the red to the violet end of the
spectrum. Curve 3 for ice temperature is a little uncertain at the
end points, the electrometer b eing difficult to read in that region.
All the errors; imperfect insulation, rise of temperature of the
cell, etc., tend to lower the points. There is a little uncertainty,
therefore, as to the character of curve 3, since the shifting of a
few of the end points may be critical in determining the form of
the curve.
Plates XI and XII are similar to Plates IX and X, and the same may
be said of both.
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General Results.
Let us consider the significant** of this experimental work. We
see that Planck's law, which states that the maximum potential ac -
quired by the alkali metal should be proportional to the frequency
of the incident light, is not corroborated. Put, on the other hand,
the maximum eiuilibriurn potential of the metal P varies as the square
of the frequency n of the light. This relation Is expressed by the
equation,
P = k n2 + P
,
where k is a factor of proportionality and Po a constant. The theory
as developed by J. Kunz 1
,
i 3 expressed in the form E = k n2 where £
is the energy of the vibrating Faraday tube in the beam of light, k
is a factor of proportionality and n the frequency of the light. If
light falls upon a photo-electric metal a part of the energy is re-
flected and a part absorbed, both being proportional to the square of
the frequency. In order that an electron may escape from the metal,
its kinetic energy must be sufficient to overcome the attraction of
the positive charge left behind. An electron, in passing through
he metal may lose some energy by collision with molecules of the
etal before it reaches the surface. Let us call this loss of kinet-
ic energy w. Then the electron leaves the surface of the metal with
a kinetic energy E = k n2 - w. The metal acquires a positive charge
and a maximum potential of P, when the electrons are escaping, which
is in equilibrium with the energy of the escaping electrons. If
the charge of an electron is e, then Pe = k n2 - w. 7e are able
o calculate the values for the constant w, from the experimental
observations. The straight lines of Plates V, VII, X and XII, which
represent the relation of maximum potential and square of frequency
J.ICunz. Phvs. P.ev. ^ tqoo
I
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may be expressed in the form
P = e + w.
If P = o, then 3 n 3 = w. Thus graphically wis the point where the
curve crosses the y axis, if P = y and x = n2 . Several values have
been calculated from the data which are given in the table below.
The method of calculation may be made clear by a sample calculation
taken from Plate X,
S = -
F l - ? 3
ni2 - n?
where Pj is potential in absolute units for a frequency n
x
,and P2 is
the potential in absolute units for a frequency n2 . This gives,
p l - p 2S =
-fj x 300
,
where P]^ and P 2 are expressed in volts.
S =TT-^ll^ = .34 x 10- 32 for the3C0 x.51 x 10^0 - .18 x 10™
lope o' curve 1, Plate X. Applying this value in the formula for
the case where A = 420 Z1 y*3
w = P l - snr = .488 - (.34 x 10~ 32 x .51 x 1C 30 x 300) - -.052 volts
= .174 x 10~4 abs.
e x w = 4,65 x 10" lc .174 x 10~4 = - .0807.10-12 ergSt
This represents the energy lost by the electron in reaching the sur-
face or the amount of work necessary to drag an electron to the sur-
face of the metal

Value of Work to bring Electron to Surface.
TABLE M0
.
VIII.
Metal in
Cell
Caesium
00 \j
Caesium
C°C
Caesium
33°C, 48
hrs . later
Pot, Cell #1
•
Pot. Cell
W X Li 11 n
Values
. 340 .368 .273
.817 .574
of R
. 344 .376 .273 .827 .575
x 10 00
.338
. 369 .272
, 8 22 .563
, 346
.
370 .277
.8 33 .573
Mean S
. 340 .369 .270 .847 .575
x 10-32
Work in
.342
. 374 .273 .829 .572
volts
^ork in
-.052 + .037 + .057 -.160
-.041
er^s x
10-13
-.807 + .572 + .888 -3. 480 -.667
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The velocity of an electron emitted from the surface is given
by the equilibrium relation ?e = 1/2 m v2
,
where P is the maximum
potential, e the charge of the eleotron, m its mass and v its initial
velocity of emission from the surface. Hence v - gives the
formula for the calculation of the velocity where j| is 1,77 x 107
and P has values as determined by observations.
Values of Initial Velocity of Electrons.
TABtX NO. IX.
Cell i
Pot. #4
Pot, #4
Pot.U
Pot.4'8
Pot. ^"8
Caesigun 4'1
3
*ith H
Caesium
at 23°C
at Ice
at 0°C
in p P abs. unit8 V = ,
420. 1.09 X 108 6. <sl X 10? cm
sec .
690. .266 X 10* 0.97 X 10? cm
sec
75G. .233 X 108 0.91 X 10? cm
sec
420. .835 X 108 5.45 X 10' cm
sec
690,
. 266 X 1C8 0.97 X 10? cmsec
420. .472 X 108 4,09 X I©7 cmSec
620. .780 X 108 0.78 X 10? cm
sec
420. .600 X 108 4.61 X 107 c m83C
690. .177 X 108 0.79 X 107 cm
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Plane tts law as expressed by the equation,
E = h n = 1/2 m v2 + C (l)
which may be written,
h n - Pe + C,
gives the right order of magnitude for the velocity of the electron
although it does not express the relation of the velocity of the
electrons as a function of the frequency of the incident light, h
has a value of 6,548 x lO""27 ergs sec. The velocity is given by the
equation (l) v =
.
For light of wave-length 43C fi A1
n = 0.715*1015
. The mase of the electron is 8.7 x 10~ 28 grams. These
I™ rs—P 1? B
—
values applied to the formula arive v = .72hn = —6,55 10 *Tl^T 8.7 x 16-22
= 1C.3 x 10 7 cm. sec.
This compares well with the experimental values. However, the
experimental values for the maximum potential acquired by the metal,
for light of different frequencies, are different from those calcu-
lated by means of the equation of Planck,
h n = Pe + C,
where h is 6.5 x 1Q- 27
,
e i a 4.155 x io~10 and C is 3,4 x lC" 12 . This
variation of the experimental results from Planck's law is made clear
by a set of calculations for potassium cell No\ 8, which is shown
in Table X.
j
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n
TABLE NO. X.
Pot
observed
Potential
,
ential
Calculated by
Dif f erenc
e
Planck's law
2
J. CJ
volte
.435 .266 volts .266
.455
. 354
. 326 .028
.
476 .438
. 348 .090
.50C
. 541
. 361 .180
.527 .654
. 407 .247
.556 .781 .488 .29 3
.588 • *-* .537 .372
.685 1.063 .622 .441
.666 1.242 .722 .520
.714 1.44C .835 .605
I
The work done in expelling an electron can be computed. The
work done in moving an electron of charge e^ (which must be equal
to e2 or a multiple of e2 ) through a distance dr is | r - dr >
en e<?,
dw = -J
—
^dx
•9
r w
The work done in moving the electron to infinity (i.e., beyond the
fi«ld of attraction of the atom) ia:-
* = *1 e n /i* = - fl
•4 r-
ei eg
where R is the radius c" the atom, flow,
Hence v = fte l e 2
gi e 2
= -
—
= 1/3 mo v2
.
v.
R mo
This is the velocity necessary that the electron may escape from
the metal.
If an electron revolves about the positive atom it has kinetic
energy due to its rotation. The velocity of the electron is deter-
mined by the equilibrium of the centrifugal and centripital forces.
If the electron has a mass m2 , a charge e2 , linear velocity v and
the positive atom has a mass n^, charge e
1 (which must equal e2 or
a multiple of eg) and a radius R; then,
i /a
m2 v
3
, /9 ei eg
if the revolution is in a circle, which is the case wh^n m1 is large
as compared to m2 . This gives,
K-.E. = 1/2 m2 = 1/2 ?XJA .R
F. A. Linderaann1
,
has used this formula in his det°rmination of the
wave length for whidh the selective photo-elsctric current reaches a
i. F.A .Lindemann, ""erh.der Deutschen Phys.Gesell. 13, No. 12, 1911.
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maximum. Thus the work that has to be communicated to the electron
by the incident light is the difference between the total work done
in the expulsion of an electron and its energy due to rotation, viz,
ei e
^
W - SJE. = 1/2 -V-S .
The values of the velocity, computed by this deduction, are
rear the values found by experiment. Suppose that,
e-^ = charge of the atom = e2 = 4. 65 x 10
e 9 - r ie • inl7
_2 = 5.35 X 10-
m8
Rk = radius o^ potassium atom = 2.37 x 10~° cm. used by
Lindemann^
.
/. vk = /I x 4.65 x 10ZgZY.35 x log", 4.58 x 1C7 cm/sec. =
2.37 x 10"8
velocity of the electron.
The atomic volumes vary as the cubes of the atomic radii, so we
R = R, 3 —
,es k a,k
which determines the value of RC8 when R^ is known. R03 = 2.75 x lCr
'hen
v P3 - JT"4,65 x 10-10 x 5.35 x IQl? = 4 35 x 1Q7 cm/8eo.=e8 2.75 x 1C-S
velocity of electron from caesium in order that it may escape.
Ey means of the formula,
the work necessary to expel 1 an electron from the metal can be com-
puted. Using values as in the above calculation, we get for the
work which needs to be supplied by the incident light to expell an
electron, in case of potassium,
1. F, A.Lindemann, rTerh . Retitschen Rhys . Clesell . 13, No.13, 1911,
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( e, en , ( 4. 65 x 10~10 )
2
i ?
w - L = 1/8 -1—a 1/3 ' — = 4.57 x 1CT12 ergs.
H 2.47 x 10~G
For caesium (4.65 x 10"10) 2 19
= 1/2 = 3.88 x 1CT 3 ergs.
3.75 x 10-8
The electron theory gives a means of calculating the time
required for an electron to be emitted photo-el ectrically. The dif-
ferential equation for the condition of resonance of the electron
,
vrhen acted upon by an electrical w.ive, due to the vibration of the
incident light is,
d£x dx . z dx . s/- S&t$fix\2 _ E rn ~sr* ti dxm
dt» dt dt
+ w 3
C l dt^ ; ~ *> C0*W *
This mav be written.
ft
+ 3/3 ##)3 - *°v
E is the energy of the vibrating electron, e its charge, C the vel-
ocity of light, KQ the amplitude of the electric force in the light
times e
vector- the frequency = 3Trn, and x the displacement from the posi-
tion of equilibrium. A particular solution gives x = h cos (0t -•<),
§| - -h jf »in.(0t - 1 ) ts « - ^ aa*_ ,0 »
E.
h -V «* ' - 3 )'2' + 3/3 (i^g)' 3
where O is the frequency of the applied electrical force and is
the frequency of the electron's vibrations. Introducing these valueo
in the equation (l) gives,
41 + 3/3 & (<*!*)* dt = - * 8in (ft"****
' dt 3 ' */(0o
3
-
2
)
2 + (4 si 2) 2
3 C D
If the electron is considered to h^^e a unit charge then the work
doiie in one revolution, in time T, is,

I - I + 2/3 /
4
(
d:3x
)
2dt - - ^ 00 fl 0t sin (0t
-
«<) dt
+ (2/3 •! 3 ) 2
To integrate j£ cg& ft (sin 0t coe«* - cos 0t sin ^ ) dt, put
fH = x, 0dt = dx, dt = dx/0. Then the integral becomes - sin * 1 ,
2
Henc e,
E E + a/7 e 2 /fd£x>3,, + Eo
2
sin «< T
C y* dt ^ W 0» - 0*)* + 2/3 03)2
Since 0T * 2n,
|, = g^ sin <X n
W(0O2 - 2 ) 2 + (2/3 S? 03)2Cm
is the work done in one revolution or complete vibration of the
light vector considering the moving charge as unity. If the elec-
tron is in resonance with the light vector , then Q = and <K = n/z.
Hence,
E
3
gin «<
;
E 2 tt£t - « /_
-»a—
I—
,
becomes £- - -
3/3 «£ 0o 8/3 e2 03
y C
If the charge of the electron be taken as e instead of unity, as in
the above consideration, the work dw done by the electric force E is
dw = E e dx
.
Therefore.
2
E - ^ei 'ei^ " = 3/l6
2/3 e^m 03 *
be
(Eo ?3 e ? s) t _ E 2 A 3
C
The test of the dimensions of the equation shows that the
equation is correct.
r — »» t 2 m—2 L _
T
_
M L 3T 2
. p
_p
= TTTF = M L T
L
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The values for EQ = 0.0C3 I.8.U. (estimated) and A 420 J* f
1
-
4.2 x 1C~5 ciiij when substituted in the above equation give,
E = VI 6 (>003)
8 (4,3 x 10-5)3 = ^ ^^^
(3.1416)2
This is the work supplied to the electron by one vibration of the
light vector. It was found by means of the previous deduction that
the work necessary to liberate an electron is 4.2 x 10""^^ ergs. Thus
we get the number of vibrations necessary to liberate an electron
4.3xio-i£
=3xlo8t
1.3 x 10-50
Therefore, th^ length of time to liberate an electron is that
required 'or 3 x 108 vibrations of the light ^ctor. For A = 420 Z1 /1 ,
the time is t = # = ^^V^T = 1 - 4 x 10""15 sec •
Hence the time for 3 x 108 vibrations is 3.108 x 1.4* 10""15
4.2 x 10" 7 second.
Thus the time required for the liberation of an electron from
a molecule by the incident light is very small. A conception of
this period of time, however, can be obtained in terms of the dis-
tance, traversed by light in this interval, which is
3 x 1C1C x 4 x 1C- 7 = 120 meters.
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Summary.
The principal results of this investigation are as follows:
-
1. A small amount of residual gas in the photo-electric cell influ-
ences its behavior,
2. The surface conditions of the alkali metal has a Tr ery large influ-
ence upon the photo-electric effect; which may be constant from
the beginning or increase or decrease in the course of time,
3. It takes, as a rule, som* time for a cell to reach a steady state
of sensibility.
4. The attempts to measure the velocities of the electrons by means
of the m.ignetic deflection have been unsuccessful,
5. The results obtained indicate that the equilibrium potential de-
pends to some extent upon the temperature of the metal, abo^e
zero degrees; below zero degrees the equilibrium potential seems
to be independent of the temperature. Further experiments upon
this point are necessary.
6. The relation of the velocity of the electrons and the f requency of
the incident light is the same for:- pure potassium, potassium
"^ixed" with hydrogen, caesium and caesium "fixed" with hydrogen.
And the relation between the equilibrium potential and the fre-
quency of the incident light is the more constant the nearer the
metal approaches the permanent state of sensitiveness.
7. The theoretical and calculated values of the initial velocity of
the electrons are both of the order of 10? cm. per second,
8. The theoretical value of the time required for the expulsion of
an electron due to the resonance effect of the incident light is
of the order of 1C~ 7 second.
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9. The equilibrium potential of the electrons in the photo-electric
effect varies directly as the square of the frequency of the in-
cident light. Planck's law, according to which the units of the
electromagnetic energy are proportional to the frequency is not
confirmed, by the results of this investigation.
10. While the theory of resonance shows that a beam of light may
supply a sufficient amount of energy for the electron tc escape
it cannot satisfactorily account for the essential fact that
the velocity of the electrons escaping from the metal is pro-
portional to the frequency.
The author takes great pleasure in acknowledging his in-
debtedness to Professor A. P. Carman for the facilities for this in-
vestigation and to Profescor Jakob Kuns, both for his general super-
vision of the work for many valuable suggestions.
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